Dimensional modeling: beyond data processing constraints.
The focus of information processing requirements is shifting from the on-line transaction processing (OLTP) issues to the on-line analytical processing (OLAP) issues. While the former serves to ensure the feasibility of the real-time on-line transaction processing (which has already exceeded a level of up to 1,000 transactions per second under normal conditions), the latter aims at enabling more sophisticated analytical manipulation of data. The OLTP requirements, or how to efficiently get data into the system, have been solved by applying the Relational theory in the form of Entity-Relation model. There is presently no theory related to OLAP that would resolve the analytical processing requirements as efficiently as Relational theory provided for the transaction processing. The "relational dogma" also provides the mathematical foundation for the Centralized Data Processing paradigm in which mission-critical information is incorporated as 'one and only one instance' of data, thus ensuring data integrity. In such surroundings, the information that supports business analysis and decision support activities is obtained by running predefined reports and queries that are provided by the IS department. In today's intensified competitive climate, businesses are finding that this traditional approach is not good enough. The only way to stay on top of things, and to survive and prosper, is to decentralize the IS services. The newly emerging Distributed Data Processing, with its increased emphasis on empowering the end user, does not seem to find enough merit in the relational database model to justify relying upon it. Relational theory proved too rigid and complex to accommodate the analytical processing needs. In order to satisfy the OLAP requirements, or how to efficiently get the data out of the system, different models, metaphors, and theories have been devised. All of them are pointing to the need for simplifying the highly non-intuitive mathematical constraints found in the relational databases normalized to their 3rd normal form. Object-oriented approach insists on the importance of the common sense component of the data processing activities. But, particularly interesting, is the approach that advocates the necessity of 'flattening' the structure of the business models as we know them today. This discipline is called Dimensional Modeling and it enables users to form multidimensional views of the relevant facts which are stored in a 'flat' (non-structured), easy-to-comprehend and easy-to-access database. When using dimensional modeling, we relax many of the axioms inherent in a relational model. We focus on the knowledge of the relevant facts which are reflecting the business operations and are the real basis for the decision support and business analysis. At the core of the dimensional modeling are fact tables that contain the non-discrete, additive data. To determine the level of aggregation of these facts, we use granularity tables that specify the resolution, or the level/detail, that the user is allowed to entertain. The third component is dimension tables that embody the knowledge of the constraints to be used to form the views.